
ECM platforms enable organizations to deploy robust business applications. These applications provide business agility 

by enabling organizations to manage, control and automate critical business processes. As these applications become 

more widely adopted, information continues to grow resulting in repositories increasing in size. At one time repositories 

were gigabytes; within the last decade, many reached terabytes and today we are on the verge of petabytes. As a result, 

it is critical to protect information in the repository from all possible threats. Protecting larger repositories can be very 

difficult, as it can take days to perform a backup.  

Deploying CYA SmartRecovery, CYA HOTBackup and Symantec NetBackup ensures your Documentum system is fully 

protected and can be recovered with all information integrity. CYA SmartRecovery provides “hot” object level recovery, 

CYA HOTBackup provides “hot” system level backup, and CYA Extender ensures storage optimization within

Symantec NetBackup.  

CYA SmartRecovery performs hot, consistent backups that 

enable one, several, or thousands of objects that have been 

lost or corrupted to be quickly restored back to the repository 

in their original state by a single administrator — all while 

Documentum stays online. It also works seamlessly 

alongside CYA HOTBackup and Symantec NetBackup to 

help company’s meet or exceed RTOs, and achieve RPOs 

of just 15 minutes. 

CYA Extender enables CYA SmartRecovery backup of the 

content to be streamed directly to NetBackup, reducing 

storage costs as well as the amount of required storage 

space (database is backed up to disk). The recovery 

process is seamless and fast as the content is automatically 

retrieved from NetBackup with all associated metadata from 

disk when a recovery operation is initiated from CYA 

SmartRecovery.  

CYA Solutions & Symantec NetBackup Overview 

Complete Backup Solution for Documentum 

CYA HOTBackup  enables “hot” backups of the Documentum platform (content, database, xPlore). It integrates with 

Documentum APIs, database applications and  stores the all backups in Symantec NetBackup. This results in the 

system not having to be taken offline for backups and maintaining synchronization of the backup.  

Symantec NetBackup  

NetBackup provides the storage management for backups performed by CYA SmartRecovery and CYA HOTBackup. As 

these backups are written to the NetBackup system, it will de-dupe information from the content server to minimize 

storage requirements. The results are only one version of the content is stored and can be retrieved through CYA 

SmartRecovery for hot operational recovery.  

Combining Solutions from CYA and Symantec enable any organization to deploy a very robust backup and recovery 

strategy specific to their Documentum solutions. A strategy that will ensure recovery from operational incidents, 
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